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METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR SELECTING 
BETWEEN A PLURALITY OF DICTIONARES 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0001. The present application claims the benefit of U.S. 
Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 60/752,973, filed on 
Dec. 22, 2005, titled “COMMUNICATIONS METHODS 
AND APPARATUS, and U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
11/333,792, filed on Jan 17, 2006, titled “METHODS AND 
APPARATUS OF IMPLEMENTING AND/OR USING A 
DEDICATED CONTROL CHANNEL, each of which is 
hereby expressly incorporated by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates to wireless commu 
nications methods and apparatus and, more particularly, to 
methods and apparatus related to selecting between a plu 
rality of dictionaries. 

BACKGROUND 

0003 Wireless terminals in a wireless communications 
system Supporting uplink traffic, e.g., uplink user data, from 
the wireless terminals to the base stations need to use uplink 
air link resources to both communicate control information 
and user data. In multiple access wireless communications 
systems, typically, multiple wireless terminals using a base 
station attachment point are competing for valuable uplink 
air link resources, e.g., uplink traffic channel air link 
resources. One approach to partitioning uplink traffic chan 
nel resources is for the wireless terminals to send resource 
requests to their current base station attachment point, for 
the base station to consider the competing requests and 
allocate the resources, e.g., uplink traffic channel segments, 
in accordance with its scheduling rules. 
0004 Individual wireless terminals can have different 
needs for uplink traffic channel resources at different times, 
e.g., depending on a variety of factors such as the type(s) of 
user data to be communicated, e.g., voice, image data, Web 
browser information, data files, etc., latency requirements, 
predetermined data groupings, and/or priority levels. 
0005. A single fixed interpretation uplink traffic channel 
request report format used for a particular type of uplink 
request report, understood by the base station and the 
wireless terminals, and used uniformly in the system, 
although simple to implement, is not well Suited to effi 
ciently communicate a wide range of uplink traffic channel 
request information. By increasing the bit size of the fixed 
interpretation information report to a relatively large num 
ber, the range of reporting possibilities increases, but this is 
achieved at the expense of valuable air link resources which 
could have otherwise been devoted to user traffic. 

0006 Based on the above discussion, it should be appre 
ciated that there is a need for methods and apparatus for 
reporting information in an efficient manner. It would be 
desirable if at least some efficient reporting methods could 
be devised. It would also be desirable if at least some 
methods could be used to implement an uplink traffic 
channel resource request structure which is accommodating 
to a wide range of wireless terminal operating conditions, 
types of wireless terminals and/or blend of applications. It 
should also be appreciated that for Some systems there is a 
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need for at least Some methods and apparatus which can 
efficiently communicate the varying needs of individual 
wireless terminals for uplink traffic channel resources. 
Methods and apparatus which achieve reporting diversity 
while accommodating Small information report size, e.g., of 
3 or 4 bits, would be beneficial. Methods and apparatus 
which support the maintenance of multiple uplink traffic 
channel request groups, multiple types of traffic flows, 
communication of backlog information and/or communica 
tion of delay information would also be beneficial. Methods 
and apparatus which provide for intelligent selection 
between various available reporting format alternatives 
would also be desirable. Well suited selection of a reporting 
format alternative could result in more efficient scheduling, 
reduced interference, a better quality of service, and/or 
higher throughput. 

SUMMARY 

0007 Various embodiments are directed to methods and 
apparatus for implementing alternative report definitions 
sets and/or selecting between the alternative report defini 
tions sets when communicating information over a wireless 
communication channel. For example, each report definition 
set may include information defining bit mappings for one or 
more fixed bit size control reports such as for a set of fixed 
bit size uplink transmission backlog reports. Different report 
definition sets are advantageously structured to accommo 
date different reporting requirements. A report definition set 
is selected, e.g., on a per wireless terminal connection basis, 
to match current reporting needs thus providing for more 
efficient reporting than would be otherwise possible if only 
one report definition set was implemented to be used uni 
versally throughout the communications system. 
0008 An exemplary method of operating a communica 
tions device, in accordance with various embodiments 
includes: selecting a report definition set to be used in 
communicating backlog information from a plurality of 
alternative report definition sets, alternative report definition 
sets providing alternative mappings of report bits to infor 
mation to be communicated for at least one report type: and 
performing one of: i) generating a report using an informa 
tion to report bit mapping specified by the selected report 
definition set and ii) processing a received report to recover 
information included in the received report in accordance 
with the information to report bit mapping specified by the 
selected report definition set. In some such embodiments the 
method further includes identifying active traffic flows; and 
the selection of a report definition set is performed as a 
function of traffic flow information corresponding to the 
identified active traffic flows. For example, the traffic flow 
information may include one of more of the following: i) 
information characterizing the mixture of active traffic flows 
with respect to the presence or lack thereof of best effort 
traffic flows and/or latency constrained traffic flows, ii) 
information characterizing the mixture of active traffic flows 
with respect to different types of latency constrained traffic 
flows, e.g., voice VS gaming; iii) information identifying the 
number of distinct quality of service profiles present in the 
identified active traffic flows, and iv) information identifying 
a number of request grouping upon which backlog is to 
reported. 

0009. An exemplary communications device, in accor 
dance with various embodiments, includes: a report defini 
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tion set selection module for selecting a report definition set 
to be used in communicating backlog information from a 
plurality of alternative report definition sets, alternative 
report definition sets providing alternative mappings of 
report bits to information to be communicated for at least 
one report type; and at least one of i) a report generation 
module for generating a report using an information to 
report bit mapping specified by the selected report definition 
set; and ii) a report processing module for processing a 
received report to recover information include in the 
received report in accordance with the information to report 
bit mapping specified by the selected report definition set. In 
Some Such embodiments, the communications device further 
includes a traffic monitoring module for identifying active 
traffic flows; and the selection module performs said selec 
tion as a function of traffic flow information corresponding 
to the identified active traffic flows. 

0010. In one exemplary embodiment, the alternative 
report definition sets corresponds to uplink request report 
dictionaries defining bit mappings for uplink request reports 
which communicate backlog information and/or delay infor 
mation, e.g., in a dedicated control channel reporting struc 
ture. The communications device, in some embodiments, is 
a base station which performs the selection of the report 
definition set and Subsequently processes a received report 
from a wireless terminal which is in accordance with the 
selected report definition set. Alternatively, in some embodi 
ments, the communications device is a wireless terminal 
which performs the selection of the report definition sets and 
generates reports to be transmitted in accordance with the 
selected report definition set. 
0011 While various embodiments have been discussed in 
the Summary above, it should be appreciated that not nec 
essarily all embodiments include the same features and some 
of the features described above are not necessary but can be 
desirable in some embodiments. Numerous additional fea 
tures, embodiments and benefits of the present invention are 
discussed in the detailed description which follows. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

0012 FIG. 1 is a drawing of an exemplary wireless 
communications system implemented in accordance with 
various embodiments. 

0013 FIG. 2 is a drawing of an exemplary base station in 
accordance with various embodiments. 

0014 FIG. 3 is a drawing of an exemplary wireless 
terminal, e.g., mobile node, in accordance with various 
embodiments. 

0.015 FIG. 4 is a drawing of a flowchart of an exemplary 
method of operating a communications device in accordance 
with various embodiments. 

0016 FIG. 5 is a drawing of an exemplary base station in 
accordance with various embodiments. 

0017 FIG. 6 is a drawing of an exemplary wireless 
terminal, e.g., mobile node, in accordance with various 
embodiments. 

0018 FIG. 7 is a drawing of exemplary uplink dedicated 
control channel (DCCH) segments in an exemplary uplink 
timing and frequency structure in an exemplary orthogonal 
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frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) multiple access 
wireless communications system. 
0019 FIG. 8 is a drawing of a table listing exemplary 
dedicated control reports that may be communicated using 
the dedicated control channel segments of FIG. 7. 
0020 FIG. 9 is a drawing illustrating exemplary report 
ing format information in an exemplary recurring time 
interval for a given dedicated control channel tone, e.g., 
corresponding to a wireless terminal. 
0021 FIG. 10 is a table of an exemplary format for an 
exemplary 1 bit uplink request (ULROST1) report used in 
exemplary request dictionaries with reference number=0,1, 
2 and 

0022 FIG. 11 is an exemplary table used to calculate 
exemplary control parameters y and Z, the control param 
eters y and X being used in determining uplink multi-bit 
request reports conveying transmission request information 
corresponding to request dictionaries with reference num 
ber=0, 1, 2, and 3. 
0023 FIG. 12 and FIG. 13 define report formats corre 
sponding to an exemplary request dictionary with the 
request dictionary (RD) reference number equal to 0. 
0024 FIG. 14 and FIG. 15 includes tables which define 
report formats corresponding to an exemplary request dic 
tionary with the RD reference number equal to 1. 
0025 FIG. 16 and FIG. 17 include tables which define 
report formats corresponding to an exemplary request dic 
tionary with the RD reference number equal to 2. 
0026 FIG. 18 and FIG. 19 include tables which define 
report formats corresponding to an exemplary request dic 
tionary with the RD reference number equal to 3. 
0027 FIG. 20 is a table of an exemplary format for an 
exemplary 1 bit uplink request (ULROST1) report used in 
exemplary request dictionaries A, B, and C. 
0028 FIG. 21 is a drawing of a table illustrating exem 
plary control factor determination as a function of previ 
ously reported control information, the control factors being 
used in generating and interpreting request reports in accor 
dance with exemplary request dictionaries A, B, C, D and E. 
0029 FIG. 22 is a drawing of a table describing an 
exemplary 3 bit uplink request report format corresponding 
to an exemplary Request Dictionary A. 
0030 FIG. 23 is a drawing of a table describing an 
exemplary 4 bit uplink request report format corresponding 
to the exemplary Request Dictionary A. 
0031 FIG. 24 is a drawing of a table describing an 
exemplary 3 bit uplink request report format corresponding 
to an exemplary Request Dictionary B. 
0032 FIG. 25 is a drawing of a table describing an 
exemplary 4 bit uplink request report format corresponding 
to the exemplary Request Dictionary B. 
0033 FIG. 26 is a drawing of a table describing an 
exemplary 3 bit uplink request report format corresponding 
to an exemplary Request Dictionary C. 
0034 FIG. 27 is a drawing of a table describing an 
exemplary 4 bit uplink request report format corresponding 
to the exemplary Request Dictionary C. 
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0035 FIG. 28 is a drawing of a table describing an 
exemplary 1 bit uplink request report format corresponding 
to exemplary request Dictionaries D and E. 
0.036 FIG. 29 is a drawing of a table describing an 
exemplary 4 bit uplink request report format corresponding 
to an exemplary Request Dictionary D. 

0037 FIG. 30 is a drawing of a table describing an 
exemplary 3 bit uplink request report format corresponding 
to the exemplary Request Dictionary D. 
0038 FIG. 31 is a drawing of a table describing an 
exemplary 4 bit uplink request report format corresponding 
to an exemplary Request Dictionary E. 

0.039 FIG. 32 is a drawing of a table describing an 
exemplary 3 bit uplink request report format corresponding 
to the exemplary Request Dictionary E. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0040 FIG. 1 is drawing of an exemplary wireless com 
munications system 100 implemented in accordance with 
various embodiments. Exemplary wireless communications 
system 100 is, e.g., an orthogonal frequency division mul 
tiplexing (OFDM) multiple access wireless communications 
system. Exemplary communications system 100 Supports a 
plurality of request dictionaries, each request dictionary 
defining report format for conveying wireless terminal 
requests for uplink air link resources, e.g., requests for 
uplink traffic channel segments. For example, one request 
dictionary may define a first set of bit mapping information 
for an exemplary 1 bit request report, a 3 bit request report 
and a 4 bit request report, while another request dictionary 
may define a second stet of bit mapping information for the 
exemplary 1 bit request report, the 3 bit request report and 
the 4 bit request report, where the first and second sets of bit 
mapping information are different for at least one of said 1 
bit request report, 3 bit request report and 4 bit request 
report. 

0041. In some embodiments, at least some of the different 
Supported request dictionaries define format conveying 
backlog information and delay information, and at least 
some of the different supported request dictionaries define 
format conveying backlog information but not including 
delay information. For example, one such exemplary system 
includes at least one of the exemplary request dictionaries 
(Ref numbers 0, 1, 2, 3) of FIGS. 10-19, each which uses 
format for conveying backlog information but not for con 
veying delay information, and at least one of the exemplary 
request dictionaries (A, B, C, D, E) of FIGS. 20-32, each 
which uses format for conveying backlog information and 
delay information. 
0042. In various embodiments, each of the plurality of 
alternative Supported request dictionaries defines format 
conveying backlog information but do not include delay 
information. For example, one Such exemplary system use 
the set of exemplary request dictionaries {RD Ref. No. 0, 
RD Ref. No. 1, RD Ref. No. 2, RD Ref. No. 3 of FIGS. 
1O-19. 

0043. In some embodiments, corresponding to at least 
some individual wireless terminals, a plurality of alternative 
Supported request dictionaries define format conveying 
backing information but do not include delay information. 
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0044) In various embodiments, each of the plurality of 
alternative Supported request dictionaries define format con 
veying backlog information and delay information. For 
example, one such exemplary system uses the set of exem 
plary request dictionaries Request Dictionary A. Request 
Dictionary B, Request Dictionary C of FIGS. 20-27). As 
another example, another such exemplary system uses the 
set of exemplary request dictionaries Request Dictionary 
D, Request Dictionary E} of FIGS. 28-32. 
0045. In some embodiments, corresponding to at least 
some individual wireless terminals, a plurality of alternative 
Supported request dictionaries define format conveying 
backlog information and delay information. 
0046 Exemplary wireless communications system 100 
includes a plurality of base stations (base station 1102. . . . 
, base station M 104). Each base station (102, 104) has a 
corresponding wireless coverage area (cell 1106, cell M 
108), respectively. System 100 also includes network node 
118 which is coupled to base stations (102,104) via network 
links (120, 122), respectively. Network node 118 is also 
coupled to other network nodes and/or the Internet via link 
124. Network links (120, 122, 124) are, e.g., fiber optic 
links. System 100 may also include cells with multiple 
sectors and/or cells using multiple carriers. At least some of 
the base stations (102, 104) in system 100 support a plurality 
of request dictionaries. 
0047 System 100 also includes a plurality of wireless 
terminals. At least some of the wireless terminals are mobile 
nodes which may move throughout the communication 
system. In FIG. 1, wireless terminals (WT 1110, WTN 112) 
are located in cell 1106 and coupled to base station 1102 via 
wireless links (126, 128), respectively. In FIG. 1, wireless 
terminals (WT 1114, WT N'116) are located in cell M 108 
and coupled to base station M 104 via wireless links (130. 
132), respectively. At least some of the wireless terminals 
support a plurality of request dictionaries. Different base 
stations that Support a plurality of request dictionaries may, 
and in some embodiments do, Support different pluralities of 
request dictionaries. Different wireless terminals that sup 
port a plurality of request dictionaries may, and in some 
embodiments do, support different pluralities of request 
dictionaries. 

0048 FIG. 2 is a drawing of an exemplary base station 
200 implemented in accordance with various embodiments. 
Exemplary base station 200 may be any of the exemplary 
base stations (BS 1102, ..., BS M 104) of system 100 of 
FIG 1. 

0049 Exemplary base station 200 includes a receiver 
module 202, a transmitter module 204, a processor 206, I/O 
interface 208, and memory 210 coupled together via a bus 
212 over which the various elements may interchange data 
and information. Memory 210 includes routines 218 and 
data/information 220. The processor 206, e.g., a CPU, 
executes the routines 218 and uses the data/information 220 
in memory 210 to control the operation of the base station 
200 and implement methods. 

0050 Receiver module 202, e.g., an OFDM receiver, is 
coupled to receive antenna 203 via which the base station 
200 receives uplink signals from wireless terminals. 
Receiver module 202 includes a decoder module 214 for 
decoding at least some of the received uplink signals. Uplink 
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signals include control channel reports, e.g., dedicated con 
trol channel reports such as uplink request reports, interfer 
ence reports, noise reports, power reports, SNR reports, etc. 
The control channel reports include request reports, e.g., 1 
bit uplink request reports, 3 bit uplink request reports, and 4 
bit uplink request reports. The request reports are in accor 
dance with a reporting format specified by a request dictio 
nary in use by the wireless terminal generating and trans 
mitting the reports. At the same time different wireless 
terminals may and sometimes do use different request dic 
tionaries. At different times the same wireless terminal may 
and sometimes does use a different request dictionary. Other 
received uplink signals include request dictionary change 
signals and traffic channel segment signals. 

0051 Transmitter module 204, e.g., an OFDM transmit 
ter, is coupled to transmit antenna 205 via which the base 
station 200 transmits downlink signals to wireless terminals. 
Downlink signals include assignment signals conveying 
assignments for uplink traffic channel segments and request 
dictionary change signals. Transmitter module 204 includes 
an encoder module 216 which encodes at least some of the 
downlink signals. 

0.052 I/O interface 208 couples the base station 200 to 
other network nodes, e.g., other base stations, AAA nodes, 
home agent nodes, routers, etc., and/or the Internet. I/O 
interface 208 allows a wireless terminal using a base station 
200 attachment point to communicate with a peer node using 
another base station as it point of network attachment. 
0053 Routines 218 include communications routines 222 
and base station control routines 224. The communications 
routines 222 implements various communications protocols 
used by the base station 200. Base station control routines 
224 include a dictionary determination module 226, a bit 
pattern recovery module 228, an information recovery mod 
ule 230, a backlog information updating module 232, a delay 
information updating module 234, a dictionary change sig 
naling module 236 and a scheduling module 238. 

0054 Dictionary determination module 224 determines 
for a wireless terminal, e.g., on a per wireless terminal basis, 
which request dictionary is being used. In some embodi 
ments, dictionary determination module 224 includes a 
selection module 240, which selects for at least some 
wireless terminals for at least some intervals and/or reports 
which of a plurality of request dictionaries is to be used by 
the wireless terminal. 

0.055 Selection module 240 selects a dictionary as a 
function of at least one of : (i) whether or not delay 
information is to be communicated by at least Some of the 
request reports, (ii) type of delay information to be commu 
nicated, (iii) a number of quality of service profiles, (iv) 
traffic flow classification information, e.g., voice VS data, (v) 
a number of request groups, (vi) whether backlog informa 
tion is to be reported corresponding to a plurality of different 
request groups with different reporting parameters associ 
ated with the different request groups or whether ensemble 
request group backlog information is to reported. 

0056 Bit pattern recovery module 228 recovers informa 
tion bit patterns from received uplink signals corresponding 
to control information reports. For example, bit pattern 
recovery module 228 recovers a single information bit 
corresponding to a ULROST1 report received in uplink 
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signals of a dedicated control channel segment. Bit pattern 
recovery module 228 also recovers three information bits 
corresponding to a ULROST3 report received in uplink 
signals of a dedicated control channel segment. Bit pattern 
recovery module 228 also recovers four information bits 
corresponding to a ULROST4 report received in uplink 
signals of a dedicated control channel segment. 
0057 Information recovery module 230 uses stored 
request dictionary format information corresponding to the 
determined request dictionary which was used to transmit 
the received uplink request report and the recovered bit 
pattern to recover information. For example, consider that 
the dictionary determination module 226 had determined 
that the wireless terminal which transmitted a received 4 bit 
request report used request dictionary reference number 2 of 
FIG. 16, and the bit recovery module 228 recovered bit 
pattern 0011, then information recovery module 230 deter 
mines that the information communicated is N1=3, signi 
fying that request group 1 has 3 frames of information in its 
backlog that it would like to transmit. 
0058 Backlog information updating module 232 uses 
information recovered from the received and processed 
request reports to update maintained backlog information, 
e.g., frame count information, corresponding to the wireless 
terminals. Delay information updating module 234 uses 
information recovered from the received and processed 
request reports to update maintained delay information, e.g., 
delay information corresponding to backlog information. 
Examples of exemplary delay information, which may be 
maintained and updated include, e.g., the value of D corre 
sponding to a report using the format of FIG. 26 and the 
value of D, corresponding to a report using the format of 
FIG. 30. 

0059 Dictionary change signaling module 236 performs 
operations controlling and/or generating various handshak 
ing and/or signaling exchanges used to communicate which 
request dictionary is to be used by which wireless terminal 
corresponding to time intervals and/or reports. Dictionary 
change signaling module 236, in some embodiments, pro 
cesses a signal communicating a wireless terminal selection 
of a request dictionary. Dictionary change signaling module 
236, in some embodiments, generates a signal communicat 
ing a base station selection of a request dictionary for a 
wireless terminal to use. 

0060 Scheduling module 238, e.g., a scheduler, sched 
ules air link resources including uplink traffic channel seg 
ments to wireless terminals. For example, Scheduling mod 
ule 238 schedules uplink traffic channels segments to 
competing wireless terminals which have communicated 
uplink control channel request reports as a function of 
information communicated in those reports, e.g., backlog 
and/or delay information. 
0061 Data/information 220 includes system data/infor 
mation 242 and a plurality of sets of wireless terminal 
data/information (WT 1 data/information 244. . . . . wireless 
terminal N data/information 246). System data/information 
242 includes a plurality of sets of request dictionary infor 
mation (request dictionary 1 information 248, . . . , request 
dictionary N information 250), uplink report transmission 
scheduling information 252 and dictionary usage/change 
rules information 254. In some embodiments, e.g., embodi 
ments in which base station 200 makes at least some of the 
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decisions as to which request dictionary a wireless terminal 
should use, system data/information 242 includes dictionary 
selection criteria 256. 

0062 Request dictionary 1 information 248, e.g., corre 
sponding to the default dictionary, includes 1 bit uplink 
request report mapping information 258, 3 bit uplink request 
report mapping information 260 and 4 bit uplink request 
report mapping information 262. 1 bit request report map 
ping information 258 includes, e.g., information of table 
1000 of FIG. 10; 3 bit uplink request report mapping 
information 260 includes, e.g., information of table 1300 of 
FIG. 13, 4 bit uplink request report mapping information 
262 includes, e.g., information of table 1200 of FIG. 12. 
0063 Request dictionary N information 250 includes 1 
bit uplink request report mapping information 264, 3 bit 
uplink request report mapping information 266 and 4 bit 
uplink request report mapping information 268. 1 bit request 
report mapping information 264 includes, e.g., information 
of table 2800 of FIG. 28; 3 bit uplink request report mapping 
information 266 includes, e.g., information of table 3200 of 
FIG. 32; 4 bit uplink request report mapping information 
268 includes, e.g., information of table 3100 of FIG. 31. 
0064. Uplink report transmission scheduling information 
252 includes information identifying uplink request reports 
in a recurring uplink timing and frequency structure. For 
example, in an exemplary embodiment uplink report trans 
mission scheduling information 252 includes information 
corresponding to FIGS. 7, 8 and 9 identifying a recurring 
dedicated control channel reporting structure including 1 bit 
uplink request report (ULROST1)slots, 3 bit uplink request 
report (ULROST3) slots, and 4 bit uplink request report 
(ULROST4) slots. 
0065 Dictionary usage/change rules information 254 
includes information identifying when a default request 
dictionary should be used, and rules for changing to a 
different request dictionary, e.g., information identifying 
Switching protocols including information to allow a base 
station and wireless terminal to have the same understanding 
with regard to which dictionary is being used with respect to 
a particular uplink request report. 
0.066 Dictionary selection criteria information 256 
includes information used by selection module 240 to select 
which request dictionary should be used by wireless termi 
nal. Dictionary selection criteria 256 includes, e.g., infor 
mation associating a particular request dictionary with the 
communication of backlog information and delay informa 
tion, information associating a particular request dictionary 
with communicating backlog information without delay 
information, information associating a particular request 
dictionaries with a particular plurality of request groups, 
information associating a particular request dictionary with 
a particular number of quality of service levels, information 
associating a particular request dictionary with a set of traffic 
flow types, and/or information associating a particular 
request dictionary with a type of delay information to be 
communicated, e.g., time remaining to a transmission dead 
line, time waiting in a queue, delay information indirectly 
communicated using different backlog frame count classi 
fications distinguishing between total backlog and backlog 
with respect to a delay consideration, etc. 
0067 WT 1 data/information 244 includes current dic 
tionary information 270, dictionary change signaling infor 
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mation 272, received uplink signals including ULROST1 
report information 280, recovered 1 bit bit pattern 282, 
recovered information conveyed by ULROST1284, 
received uplink signals including ULROST3 report infor 
mation 286, recovered 3 bit bit pattern 288, recovered 
information conveyed by ULROST 3290, received uplink 
signals including ULROST4 report information 292, recov 
ered 4 bit bit pattern 294, recovered information conveyed 
by ULROST4296, uplink transmission information 298, and 
assigned uplink traffic channel segment information 299. 
Uplink transmission information 298 includes backlog 
information 297 and, in some embodiments, delay informa 
tion 295. In some embodiments, e.g., some embodiments in 
which base station 200 selects for WT1 between a plurality 
of alternative request dictionaries, WT 1 data/information 
244 includes dictionary selection information 274. Dictio 
nary selection information 274 includes a number of Quality 
of Service profiles 276 and delay sensitivity information 
278. 

0068. Current dictionary information 270 includes infor 
mation identifying the current request dictionary determined 
to be in use by wireless terminal 1 corresponding to a 
received uplink request report being processed. Dictionary 
change signaling information 272 includes information pro 
cessed by and/or generated by dictionary change signaling 
module 236, e.g., information communicating a change 
selected by base station 200 or wireless terminal 1 and/or 
acknowledgment signaling in response to a communicated 
change of a request dictionary. (Received uplink signals 
including ULROST1 report information 280, received 
uplink signals including ULROST3 report information 286, 
received uplink signals including ULROST4 report infor 
mation 292) are, e.g., uplink dedicated control channel 
segment signals which are input to bit pattern recovery 
module 228, which generates (recovered 1 bit bit pattern 
282, recovered 3 bit bit pattern 288, recovered 4 bit bit 
pattern 294), respectively. (Recovered 1 bit bit pattern 282, 
recovered 3 bit bit pattern 288, recovered 4 bit bit pattern 
294) are inputs to information recovery module 230 which 
outputs (recovered info conveyed by ULROST1284, recov 
ered info conveyed by ULROST3290, recovered informa 
tion conveyed by ULROST4296). 
0069. Uplink transmission information 298 includes 
information being maintained corresponding to WT1 uplink 
traffic channel request for resources. Backlog information 
297, e.g., frame count information being maintained, e.g., 
NO), N1), N2), N3), N, N N and/or information 
derived from such parameters (see FIGS. 10-32), is an 
output of backlog information updating module 232 using 
recovered information (284, 290, 296) as input. Delay 
information 295, e.g., e.g., D, D, and/or information 
derived from such parameters (see FIGS. 20, 23, 24, 26, 30), 
is an output of delay information updating module 234 using 
recovered information (284, 290, 296) as input. 
0070 Assigned uplink traffic channel segment informa 
tion 299 includes signals conveying assignments to WT1 of 
uplink traffic channel segments, e.g., assignments of indexed 
uplink traffic channel segments to WT1 in a recurring 
channel structure. Assigned uplink traffic channel segment 
information 299 includes outputs from scheduling module 
238 in response to received uplink request reports. 
0071 FIG. 3 is a drawing of an exemplary wireless 
terminal 300, e.g., mobile node, in accordance with various 
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embodiments. Exemplary wireless terminal 300 may be any 
of the wireless terminals (110, 112, 114, 116) of system 100 
of FIG. 1. Exemplary wireless terminal 300 includes a 
receiver module 302, a transmitter module 304, a processor 
306, user I/O devices 308, and a memory 310 coupled 
together via a bus 312 over which the various elements 
interchange data and information. Memory 310 includes 
routines 318 and data/information 320. The processor 306, 
e.g., a CPU, executes the routines 318 and uses the data/ 
information 320 in memory 310 to control the operation of 
the wireless terminal 300 and implement methods. 

0072 Receiver module 302, e.g., an OFDM receiver, is 
coupled to receive antenna 303 via which the wireless 
terminal 300 receives downlink signals from base stations. 
Downlink signals include assignment signals conveying 
assignments of uplink traffic channel segments and dictio 
nary change signals. Receiver module 302 includes a 
decoder module 314 for decoding at least some of the 
received signals. 

0073 Transmitter module 304, e.g., an OFDM transmit 
ter, is coupled to transmit antenna 305, via which the 
wireless terminal 300 transmits uplink signals to base sta 
tions. The uplink signals include, e.g., dedicated control 
channel segments signals conveying control channel reports 
including 1 bit uplink request reports, 3 bit uplink request 
reports and 4 bit uplink request reports, dictionary change 
signals, and uplink traffic channel segment signals. In vari 
ous embodiments, the same antenna is used for receiver 
module 302 and transmitter module 304, e.g., in conjunction 
with a duplex module. Transmitter module 304 includes an 
encoder module 316 for encoding at least some of the uplink 
signals, e.g., encoding a generated uplink request report into 
dedicated control segment signals. 
0074. User I/O devices 308, e.g., keypad, keyboard, 
microphone, Switches, camera, speaker, display, etc., allow 
a user of wireless terminal 300 to input data/information, 
access output data/information, and control at least some 
functions of wireless terminal 300. 

0075 Routines 318 include a communications routine 
322 and wireless terminal control routines 324. The com 
munications routine 322 implements various communica 
tions protocols used by the wireless terminal 300. WT 
control routines 324 include a dictionary determination 
module 326, a report generation module 330, a dictionary 
change signaling module 332, an assignment signal process 
ing module 334, and an uplink traffic module 336. 
0.076 Dictionary determination module 326 determines 
which request dictionary to use corresponding to an uplink 
request report which the wireless terminal generates and 
transmits. In some embodiments, dictionary determination 
module 326 includes a selection module 328, which selects 
for at least some intervals and/or reports which of a plurality 
of request dictionaries is to be used by the wireless terminal. 
0.077 Selection module 328 selects a dictionary as a 
function of at least one of: (i) whether or not delay infor 
mation is to be communicated by at least some of the request 
reports, (ii) type of delay information to be reported (iii) a 
number of quality of service profiles, (iv) traffic flow clas 
sification information, e.g., voice VS data, (v) a number of 
request groups, (vi) whether backlog information is to be 
reported corresponding to a plurality of different request 
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groups with different reporting parameters associated with 
the different request groups or whether ensemble request 
group backlog information is to reported. 

0078 Report generation module 330 uses the determined 
request dictionary format information corresponding to the 
determination by dictionary determination module 326 and 
uplink transmission information 340 to generate an uplink 
request report, e.g., an ULROST1 report ULROST3 report, 
or ULROST4 report. In accordance with the uplink trans 
mission report schedule information 370 different types of 
uplink reports (1, 3, or 4bit) are allocated different reporting 
slots. 

0079 Dictionary change signaling module 332 performs 
operations controlling and/or generating various handshak 
ing and/or signaling exchanges used to communicate which 
request dictionary is to be used by wireless terminal 300 
corresponding to time intervals and/or reports. Dictionary 
change signaling module 332, in some embodiments, pro 
cesses a signal communicating a base station’s selection of 
a request dictionary for wireless terminal 300 to use. Dic 
tionary change signaling module 332, in Some embodi 
ments, generates a signal communicating a wireless terminal 
300 selection of a request dictionary for WT 300 use, the 
generated signal to be communicated to the base station for 
which the Subsequent request report is to be communicated. 
0080 Assignment signal processing module 334 receives 
and processes signals conveying assignments of uplink 
traffic channel segments, identifying assignments which are 
directed to WT 300. Uplink traffic module 336 generates 
uplink traffic channel segment signals to be conveyed by WT 
300 using identified assignment allocations to WT 300. 
0081 Data/information 320 includes system data/infor 
mation 338, uplink transmission information 340, current 
dictionary information 352, generated ULROST1 report 
information 346, generated ULROST3 report information 
348, generated ULROST4 report information 350, received 
traffic channel segment assignment information 354, gener 
ated traffic channel segment signal information 356, and 
dictionary change signaling information 358. Uplink trans 
mission information 340 includes backlog information 342 
and, in some embodiments, delay information 344. In some 
embodiments, e.g., some embodiments in which WT 300 
selects as to which dictionary to use from among a plurality 
of alternative dictionaries, data/information 320 includes 
dictionary selection information 360. Dictionary selection 
information 360 includes number of quality of service 
profiles 362 and delay sensitivity information 364. 
0082 System data/information 338 includes a plurality of 
sets of request dictionary information (request dictionary 1 
information 366, . . . , request dictionary M information 
368), uplink report transmission scheduling information 370 
and dictionary usage/change rules information 372. In some 
embodiments, e.g., embodiments in which wireless terminal 
300 makes at least some of the decisions as to which request 
dictionary to use, system data/information 338 includes 
dictionary selection criteria 374. 
0083 Request dictionary 1 information 366, e.g., corre 
sponding to the default dictionary, includes 1 bit uplink 
request report mapping information 376, 3 bit uplink request 
report mapping information 378 and 4 bit uplink request 
report mapping information 380. 1 bit request report map 
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ping information 376 includes, e.g., information of table 
1000 of FIG. 10; 3 bit uplink request report mapping 
information 378 includes, e.g., information of table 1300 of 
FIG. 13; 4 bit uplink request report mapping information 
380 includes, e.g., information of table 1200 of FIG. 12. 
0084. Request dictionary M information 368 includes 1 
bit uplink request report mapping information 382, 3 bit 
uplink request report mapping information 384 and 4 bit 
uplink request report mapping information 386.1 bit request 
report mapping information 382 includes, e.g., information 
of table 2800 of FIG. 28; 3 bit uplink request report mapping 
information 384 includes, e.g., information of table 3200 of 
FIG. 32; 4 bit uplink request report mapping information 
386 includes, e.g., information of table 3100 of FIG. 31. 
0085 Uplink report transmission scheduling information 
370 includes information identifying uplink request reports 
in a recurring uplink timing and frequency structure. For 
example, in an exemplary embodiment uplink report trans 
mission scheduling information 370 includes information 
corresponding to FIG. 7, 8 and 9 identifying a recurring 
dedicated control channel reporting structure including 1 bit 
uplink request report (ULROST1) slots, 3 bit uplink request 
report (ULROST3) slots, and 4 bit uplink request report 
(ULROST4) slots. 
0.086 Dictionary usage/change rules information 372 
includes information identifying when a default request 
dictionary should be used, and rules for changing to a 
different request dictionary, e.g., information identifying 
Switching protocols including information to allow a base 
station and wireless terminal 300 to have the same under 
standing with regard to which dictionary is being used with 
respect to a particular uplink request report. 

0087 Dictionary selection criteria information 374 
includes information used by selection module 328 to select 
which request dictionary should be used by wireless termi 
nal 300. Dictionary selection criteria 374 includes, e.g., 
information associating a particular request dictionary with 
the communication of backlog information and delay infor 
mation, information associating a particular request dictio 
nary with communicating backlog information without 
delay information, information associating a particular 
request dictionaries with a particular plurality of request 
groups, information associating a particular request dictio 
nary with a particular number of quality of service levels, 
information associating a particular request dictionary with 
a set of traffic flow types, and/or information associating a 
particular request dictionary with a type of delay informa 
tion to be communicated, e.g., time remaining to a trans 
mission deadline, time waiting in a queue, delay information 
indirectly communicated using different backlog frame 
count classifications distinguishing between total backlog 
and backlog with respect to a delay consideration, etc. 
0088 Current dictionary information 352 includes infor 
mation identifying the current request dictionary determined 
to be used by wireless terminal 300 corresponding to a 
generated uplink request report. Dictionary change signaling 
information 358 includes information processed by and/or 
generated by dictionary change signaling module 332, e.g., 
information communicating a change selected by wireless 
terminal 300 or a base station and/or acknowledgement 
signaling in response to a communicated change of a request 
dictionary. 
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0089. Uplink transmission information 340 includes 
information being maintained corresponding to WT 300 
uplink traffic channel requests for resources. Backing infor 
mation 342, e.g., frame count information being maintained, 
e.g., NO), N1, N2), N3, N, N and/or information 
derived from such parameters (see FIGS. 10-32), is an input 
to report generation module 330. Delay information 344, 
e.g., delay information being maintained Such as, e.g., D. 
D and/or information derived from Such parameters (see 
FIGS. 20, 23, 24, 26, 30), is an input to report generation 
module 330. 

0090 Generated ULROST1 report information 346, gen 
erated ULROST3 report information 348, and generated 
ULROST4 report information 350 represent outputs of 
report generation module 330. Different type reports, e.g., 1 
bit, 3 bit or 4 bit are generated for different slots in the 
recurring channel structure indicated by transmission sched 
ule information 370. 

0091 Received traffic channel segment assignment infor 
mation 354 includes signals conveying assignments to ET 
300 of uplink traffic channel segments, e.g., assignments of 
indexed uplink traffic channel segments identifying WT300 
as the WT to which the uplink traffic channel segment has 
been assigned by the base station. The assignments may be 
in response to one or more previously communicated request 
reports. 

0092 Generated traffic channel segment signal informa 
tion 356 includes signals generates by uplink traffic module 
336, e.g., signals conveying frames of user data to be 
communicated in allocated traffic channel segments. 
0093. In some embodiments, e.g., some embodiments in 
which wireless terminal 300 selects between a plurality of 
alternative request dictionaries to use, data/information 320 
includes dictionary selection information 360. Dictionary 
selection information 360 includes a number of Quality of 
Service profiles 362 and delay sensitivity information 364. 
For example, the number of quality service profiles, in some 
embodiments, identifies a number of different quality of 
service profiles corresponding to the traffic flows for which 
uplink traffic channel resources are to be requested in the 
request report. For example, different request dictionaries 
may correspond to different numbers of quality of service 
profiles. Delay sensitivity information 364 indicates, in 
some embodiments, whether or not the wireless terminal is 
to communicate delay information in a request reports. For 
example some request dictionaries may use formats Sup 
porting the communication of delay information, e.g., either 
directly or indirectly, while other request reports may use 
formats communicating backlog information with delay 
information. Delay sensitivity information 364 indicates, in 
some embodiments, whether or not the wireless terminal 
currently has uplink traffic flows with existing backlog 
corresponding to delay sensitive information, e.g., voice 
traffic. Delay sensitivity information 364 indicates, in some 
embodiments, a type of delay sensitivity information to be 
communicated, e.g., a separate parameter indicating a maxi 
mum delay waiting in a queue, a separate parameter indi 
cating a minimum delay to a transmission deadline, delay 
information is to be communicated indirectly through frame 
count parameters. 

0094 FIG. 4 is a drawing of a flowchart 400 of an 
exemplary method of operating a communications device in 
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accordance with various embodiments. The communications 
device, e.g., a wireless communications device, may be a 
base station such as any of the base stations of system 100 
of FIG. 1 or a wireless terminal, e.g., mobile node, such as 
any of the wireless terminal of system 100 of FIG. 1. 
0.095 Operation starts in step 402, where the communi 
cations device is powered on and initialized. Operation 
proceeds from start step 402 to step 404. In step 404, the 
communications device identifies active traffic flows. Opera 
tion proceeds from step 404 to steps 406 and 408. In step 
406, the communications device determines quality of Ser 
Vice (QoS) profiles corresponding to at least Some identified 
active traffic flows, said determined QoS profiles being 
traffic flow information. In step 408, the communications 
device determines traffic flow type corresponding to at least 
some identified active traffic flows, said determined traffic 
flow type being traffic flow information, said determined 
traffic flow type indicating, e.g., one of a best effort traffic 
flow and a latency constrained traffic flow. Traffic flow type 
information, in some embodiments, can also indicate various 
categories of latency constrained traffic flows. For example, 
voice traffic flows and gaming traffic flows may both be a 
latency constrained traffic flow type, but voice traffic flows 
may correspond to a more latency critical type of traffic flow 
than gaming traffic flows. In some embodiments, traffic flow 
type information for different latency constrained traffic 
flows indicates different types of latency reporting to be 
used. 

0.096 Operation proceeds from steps 406 and 408 to step 
410. In step 410, the communications device selects a report 
definition set to be used in communicating backlog infor 
mation from a plurality of alternative report definition sets, 
alternative report definition sets providing alternative map 
pings of report bits to information to be communicated for 
at least one report type. In various embodiments step 410 
includes one or more of sub-steps 412, 414, 416, 418, 420. 
0097. In sub-step 412, the communications device per 
forms said selection as a function of traffic flow information 
corresponding to said identified active traffic flows. In 
Sub-step 414, the communications device uses said QoS 
profiles to select a report definition set. Sub-step 414 
includes, in some embodiments, Sub-steps 422 and 424. In 
Sub-step 422, the communications device determines the 
number of distinct determined QoS profiles, and then in 
Sub-step 424, the communications device selects the report 
definition set as a function of the number of distinct deter 
mined QoS profiles. In sub-step 416, the communications 
device performs said selection as a function of whether there 
are only best effort traffic flows active, only non-best effort 
traffic flows, e.g., latency constrained traffic flows, active, or 
a mixture of best effort and non-best effort traffic flows 
active. In some embodiments, a first report definition set is 
selected when only best effort traffic flows are active and 
another report definition set is selected when at least one 
non-best effort traffic flow is active. In sub-step 418, the 
communications device performs said selection as a function 
of the type of latency reporting to be used. In sub-step 420, 
the communications device performs said selection as a 
function of the number of request groups on which infor 
mation is to be reported. 

0098. In various embodiments, the selected report defi 
nition set includes at least two different fixed size request 
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report definitions corresponding to reports of different bit 
sizes, e.g., a 3 bit bit size report and a 4 bit bit size report. 
In some embodiments, the selecting is performed as part of 
a traffic flow admission control operation. In various 
embodiments, the report definition sets are uplink request 
report definition sets which are sued to define uplink reports 
requesting allocation of uplink traffic resources in a system 
using a dedicated control channel for communicating reports 
including said uplink reports. 
0099 Operation proceeds from step 410 to step 426. In 
step 426, the communications device performs one of: (i) 
generating a report using an information to report bit map 
ping specified by the selected report definition set; and (ii) 
process a received report to recover information included in 
the received report in accordance with the information to 
report bit mapping specified by the selected report definition 
Set. 

0.100 FIG. 5 is a drawing of an exemplary base station 
500, e.g., access node, in accordance with various embodi 
ments. Exemplary base station 500 may be any of the base 
stations of exemplary system 100 for FIG. 1. Base station 
500 includes a receiver module 502, a transmitter module 
504, a processor 506, and I/O interface 508, and memory 
510 coupled together via a bus 512 over which the various 
elements may interchange data and information. Memory 
510 includes routines 516 and data/information 518. The 
processor 506, e.g., a CPU, executes the routines 516 and 
uses the data/information 518 in memory 510 to control the 
operation of the base station 500 and implement methods. 
0101 Receiver module 502, e.g., an OFDM receiver, is 
coupled to receive antenna 503 via which the base station 
500 receives uplink signals from wireless terminals. The 
received uplink signals include dedicated control channel 
reports including dedicated control channel request reports 
conveying backlog information and/or delay information. 
The received uplink signals also include uplink traffic chan 
nel segment signals. The received uplink signals may also 
include information related to active traffic flows, e.g., 
information to be used by base station 200 in making a base 
station selection of a report definition set for a given wireless 
terminal at a particular time. 
0102 Transmitter module 502, e.g., an OFDM transmit 

ter, is coupled to transmit antenna 505 via which the base 
station 500 transmits downlink signals to wireless terminals. 
The downlink signals include assignment signals assigning 
uplink traffic channel segments to wireless terminals. The 
downlink signals also include signals conveying the base 
station's selection of which of a plurality of potential report 
definition sets is to be used by the wireless terminal for 
communicating uplink request reports. The base station may, 
and sometimes does, select different report definition sets to 
be used by different wireless terminals at the same time. The 
base station may, and sometimes does, select different report 
definition sets to be used by the same wireless terminal at 
different times. In some embodiments, the selection as to 
which report definition set is to be used by a wireless 
terminal is performed by the wireless terminal, e.g., with the 
wireless terminals selection being communicated to the base 
station Such that base station can properly interpret reports 
from that wireless terminal. 

0103) I/O interface 508 couples the base station 500 to 
other network nodes, e.g., other base stations, AAA nodes, 
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routers, home agent nodes, etc., and/or the Internet. I/O 
interface 508, by coupling BS 500 to a backhaul network, 
allows a wireless terminal using a base station 500 attach 
ment point to participate in a communications session with 
a peer using another base station as its point of network 
attachment. 

0104 Routines 516 include communications routines 520 
and base station control routines 522. The communications 
routines 520 implement various communications protocols 
used by the base station 500. Base station control routines 
522 include a report definition set selection module 523, a 
report processing module 524, a traffic monitoring module 
526, a quality of service profile determination module 528 
and a traffic flow type determination module 530. 
0105 Report definition set selection module 523 selects 
a report definition set to be used in communicating backlog 
information from a plurality of alternative report definition 
sets, alternative report definition sets providing alternative 
mapping of report bits to information to be communicated 
for at least one report type. Report definition set selection 
module 523 includes a QoS counting module 525, a QoS 
based selection module 527, and a traffic type based selec 
tion module 529. QoS counting module 525 determines the 
number of distinct determined QoS profiles. QoS based 
selection module 527 selects the report definition set as a 
function of the number of distinct determined QoS profiles. 
Traffic type based selection module 529, in some embodi 
ments, selects a first report definition set when only best 
effort traffic flows are active and selects another report 
definition set when at least one non-best effort traffic flow is 
active. In some embodiments, the traffic type based selection 
module 529 selects a report definition set as a function of the 
type of latency reporting to be used. 
0106 Report processing module 524 processes a 
received report and recovers information included in the 
received report in accordance with the information to report 
bit mapping specified by the selected report definition set. 
Traffic monitoring module 526 identifies active traffic flows. 
QoS profile determination module 528 determines QoS 
profiles corresponding to at least some identified traffic 
flows, said determined QoS profiles being traffic flow infor 
mation. Traffic flow type determination module 530 deter 
mines traffic flow information corresponding to identified 
active traffic flows indicating a type for at least some of the 
identified active traffic flows. 

0107 Data/information 518 includes a plurality of sets of 
report definition information (report definition set 1 infor 
mation 532, ... report definition set N information 534), 
timing/frequency structure information 536, and wireless 
terminal data information 538. Report definition set 1 infor 
mation, e.g., information specifying a default request dic 
tionary, includes 1 bit uplink request report mapping infor 
mation 540, 3 bit uplink request report mapping information 
542, and 4 bit uplink request report mapping information 
544. Report definition set N information, e.g., information 
specifying a request dictionary N, includes 1 bit uplink 
request report mapping information 546, 3 bit uplink request 
report mapping information 548, and 4 bit uplink request 
report mapping information 550. The mapping information 
corresponding to at lest one report is different between report 
definition set 1 information 532 and report definition set N 
information 534. FIG. 10-32 provides examples of exem 
plary request dictionaries. 
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0.108 Timing/frequency structure information 536 
includes, e.g., information specifying an uplink and a down 
link timing structure, e.g., channel definition information 
and recurring timing structure information defining seg 
ments, transmission time intervals, and groupings of trans 
mission time intervals. FIGS. 7-9 provide an example of 
exemplary timing/frequency structure information that may 
be included as part of information 536. 
0109 WT data/information 538 includes a plurality of 
sets of wireless terminal data/information (WT 1 data/ 
information 552. . . . , WT N data/information 554). WT 1 
data/information 552 includes selected report definition set 
information 556, received uplink request report 558, recov 
ered information 560, identified active traffic flows 562, 
traffic flow information 564, determined number of distinct 
QoS profiles 566, and determined traffic flow type informa 
tion 569. Traffic flow information 564 includes determined 
QoS profiles 570. 

0110 Selected report definition set information 556 
includes, e.g., an identifier value identifying the currently 
selected one of the report definition sets (report definition set 
1 information 532, ..., report definition set N information 
534). Selected report definition set information 556 is an 
output of report definition set selection module 523 and is 
used by report processing module 524 as an input. Received 
uplink request report 558, e.g., one of a received 1 bit uplink 
request report, a received 3 bit uplink request report, and a 
received 4 bit uplink request report is an input to the report 
processing module 524. At different times, received uplink 
request report 558 corresponds to a different bit size received 
uplink request report, e.g., as a function of the timing/ 
frequency structure information 536. Recovered information 
560 is an output of report processing module 524 and 
represents information conveyed in a request report, e.g., 
backlog and/or delay information, which was extracted by 
using the selected report definition set. 

0.111) Identified active traffic flows, e.g., identified active 
uplink traffic flows corresponding to WT 1, are identified by 
the traffic monitoring module 526. Traffic flow information 
564 includes determined QoS profiles 570. Multiple active 
traffic flows can and sometimes do have the same QoS 
profile. For example, two active traffic flows may corre 
spond to voice traffic. Determined number of distinct QoS 
profiles 566 is an output of QoS counting module 525 and 
is used in the report definition selection process. 

0112 Determined traffic flow type information 569, in 
Some embodiments, indicates on a per flow basis one of: a 
best effort traffic flow type and a latency constrained traffic 
flow type. Determined traffic flow type information 569 also 
indicates whether only best effort type flows are active, only 
non-best effort type flows, e.g., latency constrained flows are 
active, or whether there is a mixture of best effort and 
non-best effort flows active, with regard to flows being 
considered in the report definition set selection process. 
Determined traffic flow type information 569 may, and 
Sometimes does include information identifying different 
types of latency constrained traffic flows, e.g., a voice traffic 
flow being a first type with a first level of latency require 
ments and a gaming traffic flow type being a second type 
with a second level of latency requirements being different 
from the first level of latency requirements. In some embodi 
ments, determined traffic flow type information 569 identi 
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fies that one or more active traffic flows are to be reported 
using a specific type of latency reporting, e.g., minimum 
time to packet drop, time in a queue, classifications of frame 
counts with respect to predetermined latency limits, etc. 
0113 FIG. 6 is a drawing of an exemplary wireless 
terminal 600, e.g., mobile node, in accordance with various 
embodiments. Exemplary wireless terminal 600 may be any 
of the exemplary wireless terminals of exemplary system 
100 of FIG. 1. 

0114 Exemplary wireless terminal 600 includes a 
receiver module 602, a transmitter module 604, a processor 
606, user I/O devices 608, and memory 610 coupled 
together via a bus 612 over which the various elements may 
interchange data and information. Memory 610 includes 
routines 616 and data/information 618. The processor 606, 
e.g., a CPU, executes the routines 616 and uses the data/ 
information 618 in memory 610 to control the operation of 
the wireless terminal 600 and implement methods. 
0115 Receiver module 602, e.g., an OFDM receiver, is 
coupled to receive antenna 603 via which the wireless 
terminal 600 receives downlink signals from base stations. 
Downlink signals include timing/synchronization signals 
Such as, e.g., beacon signals and/or pilot signals, power and 
timing control signals, registration related signals including 
a base station assigned wireless terminal identifier, assign 
ment signals including assignments of uplink traffic channel 
segments, and downlink traffic channel segment signals. 
0116 Transmitter module 603, e.g., an OFDM transmit 

ter, is coupled to transmit antenna 605 via which the wireless 
terminal 600 transmits uplink signals to base stations. In 
Some embodiments, the same antenna is used for receiver 
and transmitter modules. Uplink signals include dedicated 
control channel segment signals conveying various uplink 
control reports including request reports, e.g., 1 bit uplink 
request reports, 3 bit uplink request reports, and 4 bit uplink 
request reports. The uplink request reports convey backlog 
information relating to uplink traffic that the wireless termi 
nal wants to transmit and/or related latency information. At 
a particular time, a generated uplink request report uses a bit 
mapping interpretation format in accordance with one of the 
plurality of request dictionaries Supported by the wireless 
terminal. Uplink signals also include uplink traffic channel 
segment signals communicated using uplink traffic channel 
segments assigned to the wireless terminal, e.g., by a base 
station in response to one or more received request reports. 
0117 User I/O devices 608 include, e.g., microphone, 
keyboard, keypad, mouse, Switches, camera, speaker, dis 
play, etc. User I/O devices 608 allow a user of WT 600 to 
input data/information , access output data/information, 
interact with applications, and control at least Some func 
tions of the wireless terminal. 

0118 Routines 616 include communications routines 620 
and wireless terminal control routines 622. The communi 
cations routines 620 implement various communications 
protocols used by the wireless terminal 600. Wireless ter 
minal control routines 622 include a report definition set 
selection module 623, a report generation module 624, a 
traffic monitoring module 626, a QoS profile determination 
module 628 and a traffic flow type determination module 
630. 

0119 Report definition set selection module 623 selects a 
report definition set to be used in communicating backlog 
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information from a plurality of alternative report definition 
sets, alternative report definition sets providing alternative 
mapping of report bits to information to be communicated 
for at least one report type. For example, report definition set 
selection module 623 selects one of the alternative report 
definition sets (report definition set 1634, . . . , report 
definition set N 636) which is supported by the base station 
to which the uplink request reports are to be directed. In 
Some embodiments, different base stations in the commu 
nications system may support different report definition sets. 
In some embodiments, in which the wireless terminal Sup 
ports multiple concurrent links to a plurality of base station 
attachment points, the wireless terminal 600 may, and some 
times does, select to use different report definition sets 
corresponding to the different attachment points during 
concurrent operations, e.g., a first report definition set to an 
attachment point of a first base station and a second report 
definition set to an attachment point of another base station. 
In some embodiment, the report definition set selection 
module 623 performs a selection as part of a traffic flow 
admission control operation. In various embodiments, the 
wireless terminal reconsiders the report definition set selec 
tion, e.g., and makes a new selection, which may be the same 
or different, in response to a traffic flow being terminated. In 
various embodiments, the wireless terminal reconsiders the 
report definition set selection, e.g., and makes a new selec 
tion, which may be the same or different, in response to an 
additional one or more traffic flows being admitted. 
0120 Report definition set selection module 623 includes 
a QoS counting module 625, a QoS based selection module 
627, and a traffic type based selection module 629. QoS 
counting module 625 determines the number of distinct 
determined QoS profiles, e.g., corresponding to active traffic 
flows. The number of distinct QoS profiles corresponding to 
active traffic flows may be useful in efficiently communi 
cating backlog information. For example, one report defi 
nition set may be structured to facilitate reporting of backlog 
information corresponding to two distinct QoS profiles, 
while another report definition set may be structured to 
facilitate reporting of backlog information corresponding to 
three distinct QoS profiles. QoS based selection module 627 
selects the report definition set as a function of the number 
of distinct determined QoS profiles. Traffic type based 
selection module 629 selects a report definition set as a 
function of types of traffic flows which are active. Traffic 
type based selection module 629, in some embodiments, 
selects a first report definition set when only best effort 
traffic flows are active and selects another report definition 
set when at least one non-best effort traffic flow is active. In 
some embodiments, the traffic type based selection module 
629 selects a report definition set as a function of the type of 
latency reporting to be used. 
0121 Report generation module 624 generates uplink 
request reports in accordance with the information to report 
bit mapping specified by the selected report definition set. At 
different times a different report definition set may have been 
selected to be in use by the wireless terminal. Report 
generation module 624 generates different bit size request 
reports, e.g. 1 bit size, 3 bit size, 4 bit size, for different 
report slots in accordance with the timing/frequency struc 
ture information 636. Traffic monitoring module 626 iden 
tifies active traffic flows. QoS profile determination module 
628 determines QoS profiles corresponding to at least some 
identified traffic flows, said determined QoS profiles corre 
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sponding to at least some flow type determination module 
630 determines traffic flow information corresponding to 
identified active traffic flows indicating a type for at least 
some of the identified active traffic flows, e.g., a best effort 
flow, a latency constrained traffic flow, a first type of latency 
constrained traffic flow such as a traffic flow including voice 
traffic, a second type of latency constrained traffic flow such 
as a traffic flow including gaming traffic. 

0122 Data/information 618 includes system data/infor 
mation 632, base station identification information 650, 
wireless terminal identification information 652, identified 
active traffic flows 654, traffic flow information 656, deter 
mined number of distinct QoS profiles 660, determined 
traffic flow type information 662, selected report definition 
set information 664, backlog information 666, delay infor 
mation 668, and generated uplink request report 670. System 
data/information 632 includes a plurality of sets of report 
definition information (report definition set 1 information 
634, . . . , report definition set N information 636) and 
timing/frequency structure information 637. 

0123 Report definition set 1 information 634, e.g., infor 
mation specifying a default request dictionary, includes 1 bit 
uplink request report mapping information 638, 3 bit uplink 
request report mapping information 640, and 4 bit uplink 
request report mapping information 642. Report definition 
set N information 636, e.g., information specifying a request 
dictionary N, includes 1 bit uplink request report mapping 
information 644, 3 bit uplink request report mapping infor 
mation 646, and 4 bit uplink request report mapping infor 
mation 648. The mapping information corresponding to at 
least one report is different between report definition set 1 
information 634 and report definition set N information 636. 
FIGS. 10-32 provide examples of exemplary request dictio 
naries. 

0124 Timing/frequency structure information 536 
includes, e.g., information specifying an uplink and a down 
link timing structure, e.g., channel definition information 
and recurring timing structure information defining seg 
ments, transmission time intervals, and groupings of trans 
mission time intervals. FIGS. 7-9 provide an example of 
exemplary timing and frequency structure information that 
may be included in information 637. 

0125 Base station identification information 650 
includes information identifying a base station attachment 
point which the wireless terminal is currently using, e.g., 
including information identifying the base station, carrier 
frequency and/or tone block, and/or sector of the attachment 
point. In some embodiments, at least some different attach 
ment points in the system Support at least some different 
report definition sets. 

0126 Wireless terminal identification information 652 
includes, e.g., a unique wireless terminal device identifier 
and a base station assigned wireless terminal identifier, e.g., 
a value associated with a dedicated control channel tempo 
rally allocated by the base station to the wireless terminal to 
use to communicate uplink control reports including request 
reports. 

0127. Identified active traffic flows 654 are, e.g., identi 
fied uplink traffic flows which are active and have been 
identified by traffic monitoring module 626. For example, a 
first active traffic flow may correspond to a voice applica 
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tion, a second active traffic flow may correspond to a gaming 
application, and a third active traffic flow may correspond to 
a data file transfer application. Identified active traffic flows 
654 vary over time in response to the wireless terminal 
uplink traffic needs. 

0128 Traffic flow information 656 includes determined 
QoS profiles 658. Multiple active traffic flows can and 
sometimes do have the same QoS profile. For example, two 
active traffic flows may correspond to voice traffic. Deter 
mined number of distinct QoS profiles 660 is an output of 
QoS counting module 625 and is used in the report definition 
selection process. Determined traffic flow type information 
662, in some embodiments, indicates on a per flow basis one 
of a best effort traffic flow type and a latency constrained 
traffic flow type. Determined traffic flow type information 
662 also indicates whether only best effort type flows are 
active, only non-best effort type flows, e.g., latency con 
strained flows are active, or whether there is a mixture of 
best effort and non-best effort flows active, with regard to 
flows being considered in the report definition set selection 
process. Determined traffic flow type information 662 may, 
and sometimes does include information identifying differ 
ent types of latency constrained traffic flows, e.g., a voice 
traffic flow being a first type with a first level of latency 
requirements and a gaming traffic flow being a second type 
with a second level of latency requirements being different 
from the first level of latency requirements. In some embodi 
ments, determined traffic flow type information 662 identi 
fies that one or more active traffic flows are to be reported 
using a specific type of latency reporting, e.g., minimum 
time to packet drop, time in a queue, classifications of frame 
counts with respect to predetermined latency limits, etc. 

0.129 Selected report definition set information 664 is, 
e.g., an identifier value identifying one of the plurality of 
supported report definition sets (report definition set 1 info 
634,..., report definition set N information 636). Selected 
report definition set information 664 is an output of selection 
module 623 and is used by report generation module 624 as 
an input. In some embodiments, the report definition set, is 
at times selected by another device, e.g., a base station or a 
central controller, with the selection being communicated to 
the wireless terminal 600 for the wireless terminal to imple 
ment. 

0.130 Backlog information 666 includes, e.g., count of 
frames of backlog of uplink traffic waiting to be transmitted, 
e.g., MAC frames of backlog waiting to be transmitted. In 
Some embodiments, backlog information is tracked and/or 
reported corresponding to a number of distinct request 
groups. In some embodiments, backlog information is char 
acterized and/or reported corresponding to whether or not 
the information is latency constrained. For example, there 
may be a backlog count corresponding to best effort backlog 
and a backlog count corresponding to latency constrained 
backlog. Alternatively or in addition there may be a backlog 
count corresponding to total backlog and a backlog count 
corresponding to latency constrained backlog. In some 
embodiments, backlog information is characterized and/or 
reported corresponding to different degrees of latency, e.g., 
with respect to predetermined values. Different report defi 
nition sets may, and sometimes do, use different reporting 
techniques and/or variables for tracking and reporting back 
log information. 
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0131 Delay information 668 includes information iden 
tifying whether or not there is latency constrained uplink 
traffic in backlog. Delay information 668 also includes 
information identifying and/or specifying amounts of delay 
information, e.g., a time remaining before a packet drop, a 
time data has been waiting for transmission in a queue, a 
measure of delay time with respect to one or more limits, 
e.g., a predetermined time value used as a reference. 
0132 Generated uplink request report 670 is an output of 
report generation module 670, generated in accordance with 
the selected report definition set identified by information 
664. At different times the size, e.g., 1 bit, 3 bit, or 4 bit of 
the generated uplink request reports is different in accor 
dance with the timing frequency structure information 637 
identifying the reporting slot. Generated uplink request 
report 670 conveys at least some of backlog information 666 
and/or delay information 668. Generated uplink request 
report 670 use quantized reporting of backlog and/or delay 
information. 

0.133 FIG. 7 is a drawing 700 of exemplary uplink 
dedicated control channel (DCCH) segments in an exem 
plary uplink timing and frequency structure in an exemplary 
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) mul 
tiple access wireless communications system. The uplink 
dedicated control channel is used to send Dedicated Control 
Reports (DCR) from wireless terminals to base stations. 
Vertical axis 702 plots logical uplink tone index while 
horizontal axis 704 plots the uplink index of the halfslot 
within a beaconslot. In this example, an uplink tone block 
includes 113 logical uplink tones indexed (0, ..., 112); there 
are seven successive OFDM symbol transmission time peri 
ods within a halfslot, 2 additional OFDM symbol time 
periods followed by 16 successive half-slots within a super 
slot, and 8 successive SuperSlots within a beacon slot. The 
first 9 OFDM symbol transmission time periods within a 
Superslot are an access interval, and the dedicated control 
channel does not use the air link resources of the access 
interval. 

0134) The exemplary dedicated control channel is sub 
divided into 31 logical tones (uplink tone index 81706, 
uplink tone index 82708. . . . . uplink tone index 111710). 
Each logical uplink tone (81. . . . , 111) in the logical uplink 
frequency structure corresponds to a logical tone indexed 
with respect to the DCCH channel (0. . . . , 30). 

0135 For each tone in the dedicated control channel there 
are 40 segemnts in the beaconslot corresponding to forty 
columns (712, 714, 716, 718, 720, 722. . . . , 724). The 
segment structure repeats on a beaconslot basis. For a given 
tone in the dedicated control channel there are 40 segments 
corresponding to a beaconslot 728; each of the eight Super 
slots of the beaconslot includes 5 successive segments for 
the given tone. For example, for first superslot 726 of 
beaconslot 728, corresponding to tone 0 of the DCCH, there 
are five indexed segments (segemnt 00, segment 01). 
segment 02, segment 03, segment 04). Similarly, 
for first superslot 726 of beaconslot 728, corresponding to 
tone 1 of the DCCH, there are five indexed segments 
(segment 10, segment 11, segment 12 segment 
13, segment 14). Similarly, for first superslot 726 of 
beaconslot 728, corresponding to tone 30 of the DCCH, 
there are five indexed segments (segment 300, segment 
301), segment 302), segment 303), segment 304). 
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0.136. In this example each segment, e.g., segment 00. 
comprises one tone for 3 Successive half-slots, e.g., repre 
senting an allocated uplink air link resource of 21 OFDM 
tone-symbols. In some embodiments, logical uplink tones 
are hopped to physical tones in accordance with an uplink 
tone hopping sequence Such that the physical tone associated 
with a logical tone may be different for successive half-slots, 
but remains constant during a given half-slot. 
0.137 Each logical tone of the dedicated control channel 
may be assigned by the base station to a different wireless 
terminal using the base station as its current point of 
attachment. For example, logical tone (706, 708. . . . , 710) 
may be currently assigned to (WTA 730, WT B 732, ..., 
WT N 734), respectively. 
0.138 Each uplink DCCH segment is used to transmit a 
set of Dedicated Control Channel Reports (DCRs). A list of 
exemplary DCRs is given in table 800 of FIG. 8. First 
column 802 of table 800 describes abbreviated names used 
for each exemplary report. The name of each report ends 
with a number which specifies the number of bits of the 
DCR. Second column 804 of table 800 briefly describes each 
named report. 
0139 FIG. 9 is a drawing 999 illustrating an exemplary 
reporting format information in an exemplary beaconslot for 
a given DCCH tone, e.g., corresponding to a wireless 
terminal. In FIG. 9, each block (900, 901, 902, 903, 904, 
905,906,907,908, 909, 910,912,913,914,915,916,917, 
918,919,920,921,922,923,924,925,926,927,928,929, 
930,931,932,933,934,935,936,937,938,939) represents 
one segment whose index s2 (0. . . . , 39) is shown above the 
block in rectangular region 940. Each block, e.g., block 900 
representing segment 0, conveys 6 information bits; each 
block comprises 6 rows corresponding to the 6 bits in the 
segment, where the bits are listed from the most significant 
bit to the least significant bit downwards from the top row 
to the bottom row as shown in rectangular region 943. 
0140. An exemplary wireless communications system 
Supports a first plurality of request dictionaries. Various 
wireless terminals in the system Support one or more of the 
first plurality of request dictionaries. Some wireless termi 
nals in the wireless communications system support a sec 
ond plurality of request dictionaries, said second plurality of 
request dictionaries being a Subset of said first plurality of 
request dictionaries. Different wireless terminals may, and 
Sometimes do, Support different second pluralities of request 
dictionaries. One request dictionary may include a first set of 
bit mapping definition information for the 1 bit uplink 
request report, the 3 bit uplink request report and 4 bit uplink 
request reports, ULROST 1, ULROST3 and ULROST4 of 
table 800; while another request dictionary may include a 
different set of bit mapping definition information for at least 
one of the 1 bit uplink request report, 3 bit uplink request 
report and 4-bit uplink request reports of table 800. A 
wireless terminal Supporting multiple alternative request 
dictionaries can transmit uplink request reports using one of 
its Supported multiple alternative request dictionaries. In 
Some embodiments, the request dictionary selected to be 
used by the wireless terminal depends on the active traffic 
flows at the wireless terminal. 

0.141. In some embodiments, the wireless terminal can, 
and sometimes does, perform the selection of which request 
dictionary to use at a given time. In some embodiments, 
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another node, e.g., a base station, can, and sometimes does, 
performs the selection of which request dictionary to use 
corresponding to a wireless terminal at a given time. Regard 
less of whether the wireless terminal or the base station 
selects a request dictionary to use for a given wireless 
terminal during a given time, there is an understanding 
between the base station and the wireless terminal as to 
which request dictionary is being used, e.g., via signaling 
exchanged between the base station and wireless terminal, 
such that both the base station and wireless terminal are 
aware and in agreement of the request dictionary being used. 

0142. Different request dictionaries are structured to 
accommodate different reporting needs, thus facilitating 
more efficient reporting for request than would otherwise be 
possible if only one dictionary was available. In some 
embodiments, a wireless terminal Supports a plurality of 
different request dictionaries for uplink request reports, at 
least some of the different request dictionaries include a 
format conveying backlog information and delay informa 
tion and at least some of the request dictionaries include a 
format conveying backlog information without delay infor 
mation. 

0143 Various exemplary request dictionaries including a 
format conveying backlog information without delay infor 
mation will now be described. In an exemplary embodiment, 
for any of request dictionaries with reference number=0,1, 
2, or 3 the WT uses an ULROST1 according to Table 1000 
of FIG. 10 to report NO+N1). Table 1000 is an exemplary 
format for an ULROST1 report. First column 1002 indicates 
the two possible bit patterns that may be conveyed while 
second column 1004 indicates the meaning of each bit 
pattern. If the bit pattern is 0, that indicates that there are no 
MAC frames that the WT intends to transmit in either 
request group 0 or request group 1. If the bit pattern is 1, that 
indicates that the WT has at least one MAC frame in request 
group 0 or request group 1 that the WT intends to commu 
nicate. 

0144. At a given time, the WT uses only one request 
dictionary. When the WT just enters the ACTIVE state, the 
WT uses the default request dictionary. To change the 
request dictionary, the WT and the base station uses an upper 
layer configuration protocol. When the WT migrates from 
the ON state to the HOLD state, the WT keeps the last 
request dictionary used in the ON state so that when the WT 
migrates from the HOLD state to the ON state later, the WT 
continues to use the same request dictionary until the request 
dictionary is explicitly changed. However, if the WT leaves 
the ACTIVE state, then the memory of the last request 
dictionary used is cleared. 

0145 To determine an ULROST3 or ULROST4 corre 
sponding to any of request dictionaries with reference num 
ber=0, 1, 2, or 3, the WT first calculates the following two 
parameters, y and Z, in accordance with table 1100 and then 
use one of the request dictionaries with reference number=0. 
1, 2, or 3. Denote by X the value (in dB) of the most recent 
5 bit uplink transmission power backoff report (ULTX 
BKF5) report, and by bo the value in (dB) of the most recent 
generic 4 bit downlink beacon ratio report (DLBNR4). The 
WT further determines an adjusted generic DLBNR4 report 
value b as follows: b=bo-ulTCHrateFlashAssignmentOffset, 
where minus is defined in the dB sense. The base station 
sector broadcasts the value of ulTCHrateFlashAssignment 
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Offset in a downlink broadcast channel. The WT uses 
ulTCHrateFlashAssignmentOffset equal to 0 dB until the 
WT receives the value from the broadcast channel. 

0146 FIG. 11 is an exemplary table 1100 used to calcu 
late control parameters y and Z corresponding to request 
dictionaries with reference number=0, 1, 2, or 3. First 
column 1102 lists a condition; second column 1104 lists the 
corresponding value of output control parameter y; third 
column 1106 lists the corresponding value of output control 
parameter Z. Given X and b, the WT determines y and Z as 
those from the first row in Table 1100 of FIG. 11 for which 
the condition in the first column is satisfied. For example, if 
X=17 and b=3, then Z=min(4...N) and y=1. Denote R. 
the highest rate option that the WT can Support, and N, the 
number of MAC frames of that highest rate option. 
0147 The WT uses an ULROST3 or ULROST4 to report 
the actual NO:3 of the MAC frame queues according to a 
request dictionary. Various request dictionaries are identified 
by a request dictionary (RD) reference number. 
0.148. The exemplary request dictionaries show that any 
ULROST4 or ULROST3 report may not completely include 
the actual NO:3). A report is in effect a quantized version of 
the actual NO:3). 
0149 Table 1200 of FIG. 12 and Table 1300 of FIG. 13 
define an ULROST4 report format and an ULROST3 report 
format for an exemplary request dictionary with the RD 
reference number equal to 0. Define d=ceil(((N1N2+ 
N3-Nasi)/(y*g)), where Nasi, and g are variables 
determined by the most recent ULROST4 report as per Table 
1200. FIG. 12 is a table 1200 identifying bit format and 
interpretations associated with each of 16 bit patterns for a 
four bit uplink request, ULROST4, corresponding to an 
exemplary first request dictionary (RD reference number= 
O). In some embodiments, the request dictionary with ref 
erence number=0 is the default request dictionary. First 
column 1202 identifies the bit pattern and bit ordering, most 
significant bit to least significant bit. Second column 1204 
identifies the interpretation associated with each bit pattern. 
FIG. 13 is a table 1300 identifying bit format and interpre 
tations associated with each of 8 bit patterns for a three bit 
uplink request, ULROST3, corresponding to an exemplary 
first request dictionary (RD reference number=0). In some 
embodiments, the request dictionary with reference num 
ber=0 is the default request dictionary. First column 1302 
identifies the bit pattern and bit ordering, most significant bit 
to least significant bit. Second column 1304 identifies the 
interpretation associated with each bit pattern. 

O150 Table 1400 of FIG. 14 and Table 1500 of FIG. 15 
define information of an exemplary request dictionary with 
the RD reference number equal to 1. FIG. 14 is a table 1400 
identifying bit format and interpretations associated with 
each of 16 bit patterns for a four bit uplink request, 
ULROST4, corresponding to an exemplary second request 
dictionary (RD reference number=1). First column 1402 
identifies the bit pattern and bit ordering, most significant bit 
to least significant bit. Second column 1404 identifies the 
interpretation associated with each bit pattern. FIG. 15 is a 
table 1500 identifying bit format and interpretations asso 
ciated with each of 8 bit patterns for a three bit uplink 
request, ULROST3, corresponding to an exemplary second 
request dictionary (RD reference number=1). First column 
1502 identifies the bit pattern and bit ordering, most signifi 
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cant bit to least significant bit. Second column 1504 iden 
tifies the interpretation associated with each bit pattern. 

0151 Table 1600 of FIG. 16 and Table 1700 of FIG. 17 
define information of an exemplary request dictionary with 
the RD reference number equal to 2. FIG. 16 is a table 1600 
identifying bit format and interpretations associated with 
each of 16 bit patterns for a four bit uplink request, 
ULROST4, corresponding to an exemplary third request 
dictionary (RD reference number=2). First column 1602 
identifies the bit pattern and bit ordering, most significant bit 
to least significant bit. Second column 1604 identifies the 
interpretation associated with each bit pattern. FIG. 17 is a 
table 1700 identifying bit format and interpretations asso 
ciated with each of 8 bit patterns for a three bit uplink 
request, ULROST3, corresponding to an exemplary third 
request dictionary (RD reference number=2). First column 
1702 identifies the bit pattern and bit ordering, most signifi 
cant bit to least significant bit. Second column 1704 iden 
tifies the interpretation associated with each bit pattern. 

0152 Table 1800 of FIG. 18 and Table 1900 of FIG. 19 
define information of an exemplary request dictionary with 
the RD reference number equal to 3. FIG. 18 is a table 1800 
identifying bit format and interpretations associated with 
each of 16 bit patterns for a four bit uplink request, 
ULROST4, corresponding to an exemplary fourth request 
dictionary (RD reference number=3). First column 1802 
identifies the bit pattern and bit ordering, most significant bit 
to least significant bit. Second column 1804 identifies the 
interpretation associated with each bit pattern. FIG. 19 is a 
table 1900 identifying bit format and interpretations asso 
ciated with each of 8 bit patterns for a three bit uplink 
request, ULROST3, corresponding to an exemplary fourth 
request dictionary (RD reference number=3). First column 
1902 identifies the bit pattern and bit ordering, most signifi 
cant bit to least significant bit. Second column 1904 iden 
tifies the interpretation associated with each bit pattern. 
0153 Various exemplary request dictionaries including a 
format conveying backlog information and delay informa 
tion will now be described. In various embodiments, when 
using some request dictionaries a wireless terminal provides 
delay information for uplink traffic backlog. In order to 
enable a base station (BS) to provide adequate quality of 
service (QoS) in the uplink, the wireless terminal (WT), in 
Some embodiments, periodically transmits control informa 
tion to the BS. For example, this control information 
includes, in some embodiments, of one or more of the 
following: amount of backlog, i.e., queue length, at the WT. 
power availability at the WT an information pertaining to 
interference management, such as, e.g., path loss ratio or 
beacon ratio reports. However, a scheduler, in addition to the 
information listed above, could also beneficially use infor 
mation related to delay in order to make timely decisions 
when scheduling delay-sensitive traffic, for at least some 
types of traffic flows. Examples of such delay-sensitive 
traffic, in which a request dictionary including delay infor 
mation would be beneficial, include Voice, gaming and other 
interactive applications. 

0154 Delay information can, in some embodiments, does 
take one of the following two forms. (1) The maximum 
queuing delay across each of the packets in the WT's queue. 
In the case where the WT has multiple queues, each for a 
different traffic flow, the maximum could, in some embodi 
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ments, be computed across the packets in one or more 
queues. Note that each of these queues could represent traffic 
with different QoS requirements. Typically, this maximum 
would be calculated for packets that belong to delay-sensi 
tive traffic flows. (2) The minimum time remaining to 
scheduling deadline across each of the packets in the WT's 
queue. Once again, if the WT has multiple queues, each for 
a different traffic flow, the minimum could, in some embodi 
ments, be calculated for packets with latency or delay 
constraints. 

0.155 The delay information itself can be reported in 
several ways. In an exemplary system, e.g., an exemplary 
OFDM wireless communications system, for example, the 
delay information can be transmitted using request dictio 
naries. An exemplary request dictionary, in Some exemplary 
embodiment, includes a plurality of different bit size request 
reports, e.g., the exemplary request dictionary includes a 1 
bit, a 3-bit and a 4-bit request report. Each of these reports 
is used to provide information pertaining to the backlog 
across traffic flows at the WT. 

0.156. In some embodiments in which delay information 
is to be communicated, a 1-bit report, for example, can be 
used to simply indicate the presence of traffic with time 
remaining to deadline less than T ms. For example, T could 
equal 20 ms. Table 2000 of FIG. 20 illustrates an exemplary 
1 bit-uplink request report ULROST 1 format that may be 
part of exemplary request dictionaries A, B and C. The 
remaining report types, e.g., ULROST3 and ULROST4 of 
the request dictionary are, e.g., used to provide more 
detailed backlog information, Such as time remaining to 
deadline and total backlog, for the traffic flows. More 
precisely, each of these request reports could be used to 
convey one or both of deadline and total backlog informa 
tion. This is illustrated below using several examples. 
0157 Let D denote the minimum time remaining, in 
milliseconds, to the scheduling deadline for each of the 
packets in the WT's queues. Let N denote the total backlog 
at the WT, e.g., a MAC frame count. Using these notations, 
the 3-bit and 4-bit reports are as follows. 
0158. In one illustrative example of a request dictionary, 
Dictionary A as represented by Table 2200 of FIG. 22 and 
Table 2300 of FIG. 23, the WT only transmits total backlog 
information in the 3-bit report. The 4-bit report, on the other 
hand is used to transmit either delay information or total 
backlog information. In this exemplary embodiment, the 
3-bit report depends on two control factors y and Z, which, 
in turn, depend on a previous power report, e.g., the last 
reported uplink DCCH backoff report, X, and a previous 
interference report, e.g., the last reported beacon ratio report, 
b. The WT then calculates b, the “adjusted generic 
beacon ratio’, to be equal to b-BEACON RA 
TIO OFFSET. Finally, let R be the maximum rate option 
that the WT can support, and N be the number of MAC 
frames corresponding to that the rate option. An example of 
determining exemplary control factors is shown in Table 
2100. In Table 2100, first column 2101 lists various test 
conditions; second column 2104 lists corresponding values 
for control factory for each condition; third column 2106 
lists corresponding values for control factor Z corresponding 
for each condition. In Table 2100, given X and b, the values 
of y and Z should be taken as those from the first row, 
proceeding from top to bottom, for which the condition in 
the first column is satisfied. 
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0159. In the 4-bit report of the format of table 2300 of 
FIG. 23, the WT transmits the time remaining to deadline 
information D whenever D-T". For example, T"“=100 
ms. Otherwise, it transmits backlog information. Define 

N - N min A-N-T y 

where N" is determined based on the value of Nat the time 
of the last 3-bit report, using Table 2200 of FIG. 22. 

0160 In yet another illustrative example of a request 
dictionary, Dictionary B represented by table 2400 of FIG. 
24 and Table 2500 of FIG. 25, the WT transmits delay 
information in the 3-bit report using the format of table 2400 
of FIG. 24. The 4-bit report with format of table 2500 of 
FIG. 25, on the other hand is used to transmit total backlog 
information. The control factors y and Z used for the 4-bit 
report are determined from DCCH backoff report and 
adjusted beacon ratio report in a manner described above 
with regard to Table 2100 of FIG. 21. 

0161 In yet another illustrative example of a request 
dictionary, Dictionary C represented by table 2600 of FIG. 
26 and table 2700 of FIG. 27, the WT as in Dictionary B 
above-transmits delay information in the 3-bit report using 
the format of table 2600 of FIG. 26. However, in the 4-bit 
report with the format of table 2700 of FIG. 27, the reporting 
format Supports the transmission of total backlog informa 
tion and the transmission of backlog information corre 
sponding to a deadline. In a report in accordance with the 
format of table 2700 of FIG. 27, the WT can transmit 
information indicative of at least one of: (i) the total backlog 
such as the number of N frames of total backlog and (ii) the 
number of frames, N, with time remaining to deadline 
<=D", D", for example could equal 50 ms. In yet 
another example, D" could equal T". 

0162 The examples above illustrate that several request 
dictionaries can be constructed where request reports, e.g., 
the 3-bit and/or 4-bit request reports, contain one or more of 
the following: (1) delay information, (2) total backlog infor 
mation, e.g., frame count information N, (3) backlog infor 
mation form some of the traffic flows, (4) total backlog with 
time remaining to deadline less than some value, e.g., frame 
count information N, and (5) a refinement of the request 
information carried in a previous report, e.g., the previous 
3-bit request report, 4-bit request report or the previous 
request report communicated. 

0163 Note that the bit sizes for the request reports in the 
examples above, e.g., 1 bit, 3 bit, 4 bit, are exemplary, and 
in other embodiments, different bit size request reports may 
be used. 

0164. Additional request dictionaries, request dictionary 
D and request dictionary E shall be described which uses 
three different bit size request reports for uplink traffic, 
ULROST1, ULROST3 and ULROST4, and which supports 
the communication of delay information. 

0165. The WT uses an ULROST1, ULROST3 or 
ULROST4 to report the status of the MAC frame queues at 
the WT transmitter. 
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0166 The WT transmitter maintains MAC frame queues, 
which buffers the MAC frames to be transmitted over the 
link. The MAC frames are converted from the LLC frames, 
which are constructed from packets of upper layer protocols. 
Any packet may belong to one of a predetermined number 
of designated transmission streams. In this exemplary 
embodiment consider an implementation with 16 transmis 
sion streams, if a packet belongs to one stream, then all 
MAC frames of that packet also belong to that stream. 
0167. The WT reports the number of MAC frames in the 
16 streams that the WT may intend to transmit. In the ARQ 
protocol those MAC frames shall be those marked as “new” 
or “to be retransmitted'. The WT should maintain two 
vectors of sixteen elements NO:15 and D0:15), and shall 
maintain three scalars N, N and D: for k=0:15, Nk 
represents the number of MAC frames that the WT intends 
to transmit in request group k, while Dk represents the 
minimum time remaining to transmission deadline for the 
packets that the WT intends to transmit is stream k. Fur 
thermore, 

01.68 Dnin=ming-ois Dkl 
0169 N=NO+N1+N2+...+N15), and 
0170 N=number of MAC frames with time remain 
ing to transmission deadlinesTM 

where TM=20 ms. The WT should report information 
about NT, N and/or D to the base station sector So 
that the base station sector can utilize the information 
in an uplink (UL) scheduling algorithm to determine 
the assignment of uplink traffic channel (UL.TCH) 
Segments. 

0171 For either of request dictionary D or request dic 
tionary E, the WT uses an ULROST1 to report N according 
to Table 2800 of FIG. 28. 

0172 Let D denote the minimum time remaining, in 
milliseconds, to the scheduling deadline for all packets in the 
WT's transmission queues under consideration. Let N 
denote the total backlog at the WT. Using these notations, 
the 3-bit and 4-bit reports of request dictionaries D and E are 
as follows. 

0.173) The WT uses ULROST3 or ULROST4 to report 
one or more of NT, Nor D, according to a request 
dictionary D or request dictionary E. The request dictionar 
ies D and E show that any given instance of a ULROST3 or 
ULROST4 report may not completely contain the actual 
values of N, N or D. A report is in effect a quantized 
version of the actual values of NT, N or D. A general 
guideline is that the WT should send a report to minimize the 
discrepancy between the reported and actual values of Nr. 
N, or D. However, the Wt has the flexibility of deter 
mining a report to benefit the WT the most. For example, 
when the WT is using request dictionary D, the WT may use 
ULROST4 to report N in some cases and N in others. 
Furthermore, in instances where the WT reports N, it may 
not automatically imply that N=0. 
0174) To determine ULROST3 or ULROST4 corre 
sponding to request dictionaries D and E, the WT first 
calculates the following two parameters, y and Z, e.g., in 
accordance with table 2100 of FIG. 21 and then uses one of 
the following dictionaries. Denote by X the value (in dB) of 
the most recent ULTXBKF5 report, and by bo the value (in 
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dB) of the most recent generic DLBNR4 report. An exem 
plary range for X is 6.5 dB to 40 dB. An exemplary range for 
bo is -3dB to 26 dB. The WT further determines an adjusted 
generic DLBNR4 report value b as follows: b=b-ulTCH 
rateflashAssignmentOffset, where minus is defined in the 
dB sense. Given x and b, the WT determines y and Z as those 
from the first row in table 2100 of FIG. 21 for which the 
condition in the first column is satisfied. For example, if 
x=17 and b=1, then Z=min(3, N) and y=1. Denote R 
the highest rate option that the WT can Support, and N, the 
number of MAC frames that can be transmitted in that rate 
option. 

0175] Table 2900 of FIG. 29 and Table 3000 of FIG. 30 
define an exemplary request dictionary D. 

0176) Table 3100 of FIG. 31 and Table 3200 of FIG. 32 
define an exemplary request dictionary E. Note that the 
request dictionary E format does not directly communicate 
a delay value; however request dictionary E does Support the 
indirect communication of delay information by means of 
using two backlog count variables, N and N. 
0177) Define 

N - N in 
A- T T y:g 

where N" and g are variables determined by the most 
recent ULROST4 as per Table 3100 of FIG. 31. 
0178 Exemplary request dictionaries with reference 
numbers 0, 1, 2, and 3 represent various examples where a 
request dictionary reports backing information without 
delay information. Exemplary request dictionaries A, B, C, 
D, and E represent various examples where a request dic 
tionary reports backlog information and delay information. 

0179 Exemplary criteria for selection of a request dic 
tionary will now be described. For example, if the active 
traffic flows are best effort flows, then exemplary request 
dictionary reference number 0 (RD=0) can be selected and 
advantageously used. If the WT has traffic flows that belong 
to one of two distinct QoS profiles—for example, different 
link sharing weights—request dictionary with reference 
number 1 or 2 (RD=1 or RD=2) can be selected and 
advantageously used. If the WT has traffic flows that belong 
to one of three distinct QoS profiles—for example, different 
link sharing weights, and/or delay constraints—request dic 
tionary with reference number 3 (RD=3) can be selected and 
advantageously used. 

0180. If some of the active traffic flows of the wireless 
terminal have delay or latency constraints and the rest are 
simply best-effort flows, then any one of the request dictio 
naries A, B, C, D or E can be selected and advantageously 
used. 

0181 Consider an example, where the wireless termi 
nal's active traffic flows satisfy more than one of the 
above-described conditions. In one example, consider the 
situation where the WT has active voice traffic and best 
effort traffic at a given time. In that case, the WT could use 
request dictionary with reference number=2 or any of the 
exemplary request dictionaries A, B, C, D or E. 
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0182) While described in the context of an OFDM sys 
tem, the methods and apparatus of various embodiments, are 
applicable to a wide range of communications systems 
including many non-OFDM and/or non-cellular systems. 
0183 In various embodiments nodes described herein are 
implemented using one or more modules to perform the 
steps corresponding to one or more methods, for example, 
signal processing, selection of a request dictionary, deter 
mination of a request dictionary, communication of a request 
dictionary, generation of request reports in accordance with 
a determined request dictionary, and/or recovery of request 
report information in accordance with a determined request 
dictionary. In some embodiments various features are imple 
mented using modules. Such modules may be implemented 
using software, hardware or a combination of Software and 
hardware. Many of the above described methods or method 
steps can be implemented using machine executable instruc 
tions, such as Software, included in a machine readable 
medium Such as a memory device, e.g., RAM, floppy disk, 
etc. to control a machine, e.g., general purpose computer 
with or without additional hardware, to implement all or 
portions of the above described methods, e.g., in one or more 
nodes. Accordingly, among other things, various embodi 
ments are directed to a machine-readable medium including 
machine executable instructions for causing a machine, e.g., 
processor and associated hardware, to perform one or more 
of the steps of the above-described method(s). 
0.184 Numerous additional variations on the methods 
and apparatus described above will be apparent to those 
skilled in the art in view of the above descriptions. Such 
variations are to be considered within scope. The methods 
and apparatus of various embodiments may be, and in 
various embodiments are, used with CDMA, orthogonal 
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), and/or various 
other types of communications techniques which may be 
used to provide wireless communications links between 
access nodes and mobile nodes. In some embodiments the 
access nodes are implemented as base stations which estab 
lish communications links with mobile nodes using OFDM 
and/or CDMA. In various embodiments the mobile nodes 
are implemented as notebook computers, personal data 
assistants (PDAs), or other portable devices including 
receiver/transmitter circuits and logic and/or routines, for 
implementing the methods of various embodiments. 
What is claimed is: 

1. A method of operating a communications device, the 
method comprising: 

selecting a report definition set to be used in communi 
cating backlog information from a plurality of alterna 
tive report definition sets, alternative report definition 
sets providing alternative mappings of report bits to 
information to be communicated for at least one report 
type; and 

performing one of 
i) generating a report using an information to report bit 
mapping specified by the selected report definition 
set and 

ii) processing a received report to recover information 
included in the received report in accordance with 
the information to report bit mapping specified by 
the selected report definition set. 
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2. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
identifying active traffic flows; and 
wherein said selection is performed as a function of traffic 

flow information corresponding to said identified active 
traffic flows. 

3. The method of claim 2, further comprising: 
determining QoS profiles corresponding to at least some 

identified active traffic flows, said determined QoS 
profiles being traffic flow information; and 

wherein said selection includes using said QoS profiles to 
select a report definition set. 

4. The method of claim 3, wherein using said QoS profiles 
to select a report definition set includes: 

determining the number of distinct determined QoS pro 
files; and 

Selecting the report definition set as a function of the 
number of distinct determined QoS profiles. 

5. The method of claim 2, wherein the traffic flow 
information corresponding to said identified active traffic 
flows indicates a traffic flow type for at least some of said 
identified active traffic flows. 

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the traffic flow type 
indicates one of: a best effort traffic flow and a latency 
constrained traffic flow. 

7. The method of claim 6, wherein selecting a report 
definition set includes selecting a first report definition set 
when only best effort traffic flows are active and selecting 
another report definition set when at least one non-best effort 
traffic flow is active. 

8. The methods of claim 6, wherein traffic flow type 
information for different latency constrained traffic flows 
indicates different types of latency reporting to be used; and 

wherein selecting a report definition set includes selecting 
a report definition set as a function of the type of 
latency reporting to be used. 

9. The method of claim 2 wherein said selected report 
definition set includes at least two different fixed size request 
report definitions corresponding to reports of different bit 
sizes. 

10. The method of claim 9 wherein said report definition 
sets are uplink request report definition sets which are used 
to define uplink reports requesting allocation of uplink traffic 
resources in a system using a dedicated control channel for 
communicating reports including said uplink reports. 

11. The method of claim 2, wherein said selection is 
performed as a function of a number of request groups on 
which information is to be reported. 

12. The method of claim 2, wherein said selecting is 
performed by one of a wireless terminal and a base station. 

13. The method of claim 2, wherein said selecting is 
performed as part of a traffic flow admission control opera 
tion. 

14. A communications device, comprising: 
a report definition set selection module for selecting a 

report definition set to be used in communicating 
backlog information from a plurality of alternative 
report definition sets, alternative report definition sets 
providing alternative mappings of report bits to infor 
mation to be communicated for at least one report type; 
and 
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at least one of: 

i) a report generation module for generating a report 
using an information to report bit mapping specified 
by the selected report definition set; and 

ii) a report processing module for processing a received 
report to recover information included in the 
received report in accordance with the information to 
report bit mapping specified by the selected report 
definition set. 

15. The communications device of claim 14, further 
comprising: 

a traffic monitoring module for identifying active traffic 
flows; and 

wherein said selection module performs said selection as 
a function of traffic flow information corresponding to 
said identified active traffic flows. 

16. The communications device of claim 15, further 
comprising: 

a QoS profile determination module for determining QoS 
profiles corresponding to at least Some identified active 
traffic flows, said determined QoS profiles being traffic 
flow information; and 

wherein said selection module uses QoS profiles to select 
a report definition set. 

17. The communications device of claim 16, wherein said 
report definition set selection module includes: 

a QoS counting module for determining the number of 
distinct determined QoS profiles; and 

a QoS based selection module for selecting the report 
definition set as a function of the number of distinct 
determined QoS profiles. 

18. The communications device of claim 15, further 
comprising: 

a traffic flow type determination module for determining 
traffic flow information corresponding to said identified 
active traffic flows indicates a traffic flow type for at 
least some of said identified active traffic flows. 

19. The communications device of claim 18, wherein the 
traffic flow type indicates one of: a best effort traffic flow and 
a latency constrained traffic flow. 

20. The communications device of claim 19, wherein said 
report definition set selection module includes: 

a traffic type based report selection module for selecting 
a first report definition set when only best effort traffic 
flows are active and selecting another report definition 
set when at least one non-best effort traffic flow is 
active. 

21. The communications device of claim 19, 

wherein traffic flow type information for different latency 
constrained traffic flows indicates different types of 
latency reporting to be used; and 

wherein said report definition set selection module 
includes: 

a traffic type based report selection module for selecting 
a report definition set as a function of the type of 
latency reporting to be used. 
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22. The communications device of claim 15 wherein said 
selected report definition set includes at least two different 
fixed size request report definitions corresponding to reports 
of different bit sizes. 

23. The communications device of claim 22 wherein said 
report definition sets are uplink request report definition sets 
which are used to define uplink reports requesting allocation 
of uplink traffic resources in a system using a dedicated 
control channel for communicating reports including said 
uplink reports. 

24. The communications device of claim 15, further 
comprising memory including a plurality of stored report 
definition sets. 

25. The communications device of claim 24, wherein said 
communications device is a base station. 

26. The communications device of claim 24, wherein said 
communications device is a wireless terminal. 

27. A communications device, comprising: 
means for selecting a report definition set to be used in 

communicating backlog information from a plurality of 
alternative report definition sets, alternative report defi 
nition sets providing alternative mappings of report bits 
to information to be communicated for at least one 
report type; and 

at least one of: 

i) means for generating a report using an information to 
report bit mapping specified by the selected report 
definition set; and 

ii) means for processing a received report to recover 
information included in the received report in accor 
dance with the information to report bit mapping 
specified by the selected report definition set. 

28. The communications device of claim 27, further 
comprising: 

means for monitoring traffic for identifying active traffic 
flows; and 

wherein said means for selecting performs said selection 
as a function of traffic flow information corresponding 
to said identified active traffic flows. 

29. The communications device of claim 28, further 
comprising: 

means for determining QoS profiles corresponding to at 
least some identified active traffic flows, said deter 
mined QoS profiles being traffic flow information; and 

wherein said means for selecting uses QoS profiles to 
select a report definition set. 

30. The communications device of claim 29, wherein said 
means for selecting a report definition set includes: 

means for determining the number of distinct determined 
QoS profiles; and 

means for selecting the report definition set as a function 
of the number of distinct determined QoS profiles. 

31. The communications device of claim 28, further 
comprising: 

means for determining traffic flow type information cor 
responding to at least Some of said identified active 
traffic flows, said traffic flow type information being 
included in said traffic flow information used by said 
means for selecting a report definition set. 
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32. The communications device of claim 31, wherein the 
traffic flow type information corresponding to a traffic flow 
indicates one of: a best effort traffic flow and a latency 
constrained traffic flow. 

33. A computer readable medium embodying machine 
executable instruction for controlling a communications 
device to implement a method, the method comprising: 

selecting a report definition set to be used in communi 
cating backlog information from a plurality of alterna 
tive report definition sets, alternative report definition 
sets providing alternative mappings of report bits to 
information to be communicated for at least one report 
type; and 

performing one of 
i) generating a report using an information to report bit 
mapping specified by the selected report definition 
set and 

ii) processing a received report to recover information 
included in the received report in accordance with 
the information to report bit mapping specified by 
the selected report definition set. 

34. The computer readable medium of claim 33, further 
embodying machine executable instructions for controlling 
the communications device to: 

identify active traffic flows; and 
wherein said selecting is performed as a function of traffic 

flow information corresponding to said identified active 
traffic flows. 

35. The computer readable medium of claim 34, further 
embodying machine executable instructions for controlling 
the communications device to: 

determine QoS profiles corresponding to at least some 
identified active traffic flows, said determined QoS 
profiles being traffic flow information; and 

wherein said selecting includes using said QoS profiles to 
select a report definition set. 

36. The computer readable medium of claim 35, further 
embodying machine executable instructions for controlling 
the communications device to: 

determine the number of distinct determined QoS profiles: 
and 

select the report definition set as a function of the number 
of distinct determined QoS profiles, as part of said step 
of using said QoS profiles to select a report definition. 

37. The computer readable medium of claim 34, wherein 
the traffic flow information corresponding to said identified 
active traffic flows indicates a traffic flow type for at least 
some of said identified active traffic flows. 

38. The computer readable medium of claim 37, wherein 
the traffic flow type corresponding to a traffic flow indicates 
one of a best effort traffic flow and a latency constrained 
traffic flow. 

39. A communications device comprising: 
a processor configured to: 

Select a report definition set to be used in communi 
cating backlog information from a plurality of alter 
native report definition sets, alternative report defi 
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nition sets providing alternative mappings of report 
bits to information to be communicated for at least 
one report type; and 
perform one of: 

i) generating a report using an information to 
report bit mapping specified by the selected 
report definition set and 

ii) processing a received report to recover infor 
mation included in the received report in accor 
dance with the information to report bit map 
ping specified by the selected report definition 
Set. 

40. The communications device of claim 39, wherein said 
processor is further configured to: 

identify active traffic flows; and 
wherein said selection is performed as a function of traffic 

flow information corresponding to said identified active 
traffic flows. 

41. The communications device of claim 40, wherein said 
processor is further configured to: 
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determine QoS profiles corresponding to at least some 
identified active traffic flows, said determined QoS 
profiles being traffic flow information; and 

wherein said selection includes using said QoS profiles to 
select a report definition set. 

42. The communications device of claim 41, wherein said 
processor is further configured to: 

determine the number of distinct determined QoS profiles: 
and 

select the report definition set as a function of the number 
of distinct determined QoS profiles, as part of said step 
of using said QoS profiles to select a report definition 
Set. 

43. The communications device of claim 40, wherein the 
traffic flow information corresponding to said identified 
active traffic flows indicates a traffic flow type for at least 
some of said identified active traffic flows. 

44. The communications device of claim 43, wherein the 
traffic flow type for a traffic flow indicates one of: a best 
effort traffic flow and a latency constrained traffic flow. 
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